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Abstract

We present Échantinom, a new morphological resource for French nouns based on random sam-
pling of frequent lexemes. The resource documents 5, 000 items in terms of their morphological
type at two levels of granularity, as well as, for su�xed nouns, the exact identity of the base and
process, and the formal and semantic transparency of the relationship between base and deriva-
tive. We outline the motivations for the development of such a resource, the sampling method,
main annotation decisions, and provide some preliminary descriptive statistics.

1 Motivation

The very existence of the DeriMo workshop series testifies to a renewed interest in the development of
large scale resources for derivational morphology. Table 1 lists most of the resources available for French,
focussing on freely available machine-readable ressources developed in the last 15 years. This collection
of resources provides a very rich view of the French word formation system; and an integration of those
resources into a coherent unified database is the main goal of the ongoing Démonext project (Namer
et al., 2019).

Resource Publication Processes

Démonette Hathout and Namer (2014) Agent/Instrument deverbal nouns, Event nominalizations,
-if adjectives, . . .

Lexeur Wauquier et al. (2020) Agent/Instrument deverbal nouns, Event nominalizations
Dénom Strnadová (2014) All derived adjectives
Mordan Koehl (2012) Deadjectival nouns
Converts Tribout (2010) Verb<>Noun conversions

Table 1: Existing resources documenting French word formation

One defining characteristic of that collection of resources is that they were all constructed with a
focus on breadth rather than width. Each resource was designed with the goal of documenting one
or more specific word formation processes, and attempted to retrieve as many types as was possible
given the practical constraints of the project. As a consequence, the sample of the French lexicon that
is documented has strange characteristics. Some vanishingly rare derived lexemes are included in the
sample, while very frequent ones are not, because the process they implement happens not to have been
the focus of attention. Even for those processes that are documented, samples for di�erent processes
have di�erent characteristics. For instance, Lexeur or Dénom contain many items not documented in
dictionaries, because it was relatively straightforward to collect instances from corpus data; by contrast,
Converts focuses on items documented in a dictionary, in the absence of a good method for extracting
conversions semi-automatically from a corpus. An unwelcome consequence of this set of a�airs is that
there is no obvious way to make meaningful statistical comparisons of di�erent processes by combining
resources.
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Another characteristic of this collection of resources is the variability of annotation both in terms of
quantity and quality. For instance, Démonette contrasts with all the other sources in that pairings of
derivationally-related words have not systematically been curated manually, leading to an undocumented
quantity of false positives.

From these observations it follows that currently available resources do not provide us with a holistic
view of the distribution of word formation processes in the lexicon. The goal of the present research is
the development of a new resource that fills that gap: we provide a coherent and relatively detailed set of
morphological annotations for a carefully sampled set of French nouns.

2 Sampling

The sampling procedure was as follows. We started from the Lexique (New et al., 2007) and flexique
(Bonami et al., 2014) databases: Lexique provides various types of annotations for words attested in
either a French literary corpus or a corpus or subtitles, and flexique tabulates all nouns, verbs and
adjectives of Lexique in inflectional paradigms, and provides manually corrected phonemic transcriptions
and grammatical gender information for all forms of the corresponding lexemes. We limited attention
to the 13,046 nouns with a summed relative frequency in the two reference corpora higher than 0.3 per
million, ensuring that we were focusing on nouns that are relatively frequent, but may be more prevalent
either in formal or in informal French.1

Sampling was done in two steps. In an initial annotation campaign, we excluded all nouns homophonous
with another noun, either with the same orthography but the other gender (there can be inanimates, e.g.
�����F ‘pound’ vs. �����M ‘book’, or animates, e.g. �����������F/M ‘female/male journalist’), or
with di�erent orthographies (e.g. ����� ‘greenhouse’ vs. ���� ‘deer’). These constitute 8% of the
13,046 nouns we sampled from. This particular sampling strategy was motivated by the needs of a
separate study on the phonological and morphological predictability of gender (Bonami et al., 2019). In a
second annotation campaign, we first sampled 318 nouns with homophones so as to rebalance the sample;
we then sampled more nouns until we reached a total of 5,000 nouns after exclusion of tagging errors.
Note that, for purposes of sampling, masculine and feminine variants of common gender nouns such as
����������� were counted as two separate items; hence for some nouns (e.g. ��������� ‘comedian’)
both the masculine and the feminine variants are present in our sample, while for others either the feminine
(e.g. ��������� ‘humanist’) or the masculine (e.g. ��������������� ‘existentialist’) is. This is of course
a disputable choice (Bonami and Boyé, 2019), but there was no way of avoiding taking a stance on the
status of human common gender nouns.

3 Manual morphological annotation

The annotation of the dataset was made by two annotators, both authors of the paper. In a first step, each
one annotated about 850 nouns that were checked by the other annotator afterwards. All di�culties were
discussed and decisions were made collectively. After guidelines for the annotation were drawn up,2 the
remaining nouns were distributed between the authors. All problems and questions were discussed and
solved collectively.

Each noun was annotated for di�erent properties. First, we annotated the broad morphological status
of the noun as being either simplex or not; nonsimplex nouns were then classified on the basis of the
outermost word formation process involved: prefixation, su�xation, conversion, any nonconcatenative
process (nonconcat in the tables) or formation from more than one word (polylexical in the tables).
When there was uncertainty as to what the last process was, we relied on frequency for arbitration. For
example, ����-������������ ‘undernourishment’ is ambiguous between an outermost prefixation (from
������������ ‘feeding’) or su�xation (from ����-��������� ‘undernourish’). Because ������������
has a higher frequency than ����-��������� in Lexique’s reference corpora, we considered it to be the
base of ����-������������ and thus coded the last process as prefixation.

1The particular threshold of 0.3 per million was motivated by backward compatibility with the previous study of Tribout
et al. (2014), although nothing crucial hinges on that choice.

2The guidelines are distributed with the resource in the following OSF repository: https://osf.io/rdxqk/.
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All broad morphological categories except prefixation and su�xation were divided into fine grained
sub-categories. Simplex nouns can be native underived nouns (e.g. ������ ‘notebook’), borrowings
(e.g. ����), antonomasia (e.g. �������� ‘bin’) or onomatopeic nouns (e.g. ���� ‘click’). The
nonconcatenative processes found in the database are reduplication (e.g. �������, from ����� ‘ball’),
back formations (e.g. ��������� ‘numismatist’, from ������������ ‘numismatics’), slang processes
such as verlan (e.g. ���� from ���� ‘cop’) or louchébem (e.g. ��������, from �����-������� ‘wallet’)
and di�erent types of truncation: mere apocope (e.g. �����, from ������������� ‘improvisation’),
apocope with addition of an ending (e.g. �������, from ������ ‘suitcase’) and apheresis (e.g. �����,
from ���������� ‘microscope’). Among polylexical processes, we distinguished native compounds (e.g.
�����-�������, ‘hairdryer’, from ������ ‘dry’ and ������� ‘hair’), neoclassical compounds (e.g.
�������, ‘baritone’), blends (e.g. �������, from ������� ‘bill’ and ��������� ‘detailed’), acronyms
(e.g. ����, from �������� ‘silicon’ and ��������� ‘magnesium’) and frozen word sequences, which we
call agglomerates (e.g. ���-��-���� ‘rainbow’, litterally ‘bow in sky’). The di�erence between native
compounds and agglomerates lies in the nature of elements: a lexeme was classified as an agglomerate
if and only if one of the combined expressions is a grammatical word (e.g. en in ���-��-����) or an
inflected form (e.g. dira in ��’��-����-�-�� ‘word of mouth’, litt. ‘what will one say’). Conversions
were classified by base part of speech; Table 2 gives an example for each of the documented situations.
Note that, following (Tribout, 2012), we distinguish four subcases of conversion from verbs depending on

POS Stem type Base Translation D��������� Translatiin

Adjective — ������� ‘fearful’ ������� ‘fearful person’
Verb basic stem ���������� ‘research’ ��������� ‘research’

infinitive �������� ‘remember’ �������� ‘memory’
past participle ������ ‘enter’ ������ ‘entrance’
learned ��������� ‘conceive’ ������� ‘concept’
indeterminate ������� ‘fail’ �������� ‘bankruptcy’

Noun — ����� ‘ravine’ ������ ‘small ravine’
Proper name — S����� ‘Switzerland’ ������ ‘Swiss’
Adverb — ������ ‘outside’ ������ ‘outside’
Pronoun — ��� ‘me’ ��� ‘ego’
Numeral — ���� ‘eleven’ ���� ‘the number eleven’

Table 2: Examples illustrating the diversity of base part of speech in converted nouns.

which stem allomorph is used. Note also that all deverbal nouns that can be analyzed as conversions from
past participles are so analyzed, irrespective of whether or not a su�x is involved in the formation of that
participle: hence examples such as ������ ‘entrance’, �������� ‘lull’, ����� ‘arrival’, and ��������
‘enclosure’ are all treated on a par.

While we neither provide a full account of a lexeme’s derivational history nor its relationship to all
members of its derivational family, we did use the tabular structure of the database to document more
word formation processes involved in a lexeme’s formation. For instance, in addition to the outermost
process, we also noted in dedicated columns whether other word formation processes (conversion,
compounding, prefixation, or su�xation) are involved in the formation of the noun. For instance, the
entry for ������������ ‘boarding’ documents it as formed by su�xation from ��������� ‘board’,
but also notes that it contains the verb-forming prefix en.

This annotation is particularly useful in situations where determination of the base-derivative relation-
ship is nonobvious. As a case in point, consider the situation with conversion between nouns and verbs.
Following Tribout (2020), we distinguish three situations: where the verb is clearly morphologically
complex, it has to be the base of the noun (e.g. ���������� ‘research’ has to be the base of ���������
‘research’ because of the presence of the verb-forming prefix re-); where the noun is clearly morpholog-
ically complex, it has to be the base (e.g. ��������� ‘parliament’ is clearly based on ������ ‘speak’ by
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-ment su�xation and hence is the base of ����������� ‘negociate’); in all other cases (e.g. with ����
‘nail’ vs. ������ ‘to nail’), directionality cannot be established—in particular Tribout (2020) shows
that neither etymological information nor semantic intuitions are reliable indicators or directionality.
We account for the commonality of all three types of cases by noting in the conversion column the
existence of a relationship with a verb, but di�erentiate them by coding the last process as conversion
for ���������, suffixation for ���������, and simplex for ����.

In the same spirit, for compounding, we noted the compound type even if compounding is not the last
morphological process. For example, �������� is the apocope of ���������������� ‘thalassotherapy’
which is a neoclassical compound. In this case, the compound column indicates neoclassical while
the last morphological process is noted as apocope. When there was hesitation between prefixation
or compounding, particularly when the first element corresponds to a preposition such as sur, sous,
arrière. . . , we arbitrated in favor of prefixation. Finally, when su�xation is involved in the formation of
the noun, we noted the su�x in a specific su�x column, be it the last process (e.g. ������� ‘slimness’
from ����� ‘slim’) or not (e.g. �����-���������� ‘cigarette case’ from ������ ‘to bear’ and ���������
‘cigarette’ that itself comes from ������ ‘cigar’), like we did for the other processes.

Because su�xes are the most frequent derivational processes in our data, in addition to the mention
of the su�x we also annotated di�erent kinds of information linked to the su�xation process. First, we
annotated su�x identity at two levels of granularity: the sfx column indicates the surface orthography of
the precise allomorph, while sfx_broad lumps together allomorphs and gendered variants. For instance,
-oir as found in ������ ‘razor’ and -oire as found in �������� ‘colander’ are distinguished at the fine
grained level but grouped together under -oir at the coarse grained level. Similarly, the -able and -ible
su�xes found in ������� ‘noteworthy’ (from ����� ‘to note’) and �������� ‘harmful’ (from ����� ‘to
harm’) are distinguished at the fine grained level and noted as two allomorphs of the su�x -able at the
coarse grained level. It is important to note that, except for gender variation and basic allomorphy, the
identification of the su�xes is only based on the form of the su�xes and the gender they assigned to
the nouns: no semantic or syntactic information is taken into account. For example, we distinguished
two -ure su�xes, one feminine (e.g. �������F ‘burn’ from ������ ‘to burn’) and one masculine (e.g.
�������M ‘sulphide’ from ������ ‘sulphur’), but only one su�x -ier, be it used to form the name of
a tree (e.g. �������� ‘almond tree’ from ������ ‘almond’), a person (e.g. �������� ‘banker’ from
������ ‘bank’) or an artifact (e.g. ������� ‘sugar bowl’ from ����� ‘sugar’). As a consequence,
we identified only one su�x in cases of homonymous su�xes used in distinct derivational processes if
they assign the same gender to the outputs. Therefore the resource contains one su�x -age, even if we
usually di�erentiate two su�xation processes: one deverbal -age su�xation that forms action nouns (e.g.
��������� ‘gardening’ from �������� ‘to garden’) and one denominal that forms collective nouns (e.g.
������� ‘shade’ from ����� ‘shadow’). However, the di�erence between the two -age su�xations can
still be retrieved through the part of speech of the base that is noted in a dedicated column. In addition
to the fine grained and coarse grained su�xes, we noted in dedicated columns the base of su�xation, its
part of speech and whether it is autonomous (e.g. ������� ‘slimness’ from ����� ‘slim’) or not (e.g.
������� ‘lactose’ from ����- ‘milk’). In some cases the identification of the base is tricky. Below, we
describe these cases and the decisions we made.

i) There could be a mismatch between the formal and the semantic base of su�xation, as in ���������
‘royalist’: it formally derives from the adjective ����� by addition of the su�x -iste, but it is
semantically related to the noun ��� ‘king’ rather than the adjective �����. In such cases we
arbitrated in favor of the formal base.

ii) For all demonym formation processes as well as -iste su�xation, which form parallel adjectives and
nouns, following (Roché, 2008) we considered a direct su�xation from the base to the inhabitant or
supporter noun, without an intermediate adjectival step. For example, the noun �������� ‘parisian’
is treated as directly derived from P���� (1a), not from an adjective itself deriving from the city name
(1b). However, in order to capture the relation between the noun and the homonymous adjective, the
existence of an adjectival counterpart is noted in the conversion column.
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(1) a. P���� ! ���������
! ���������

b. P���� ! ��������� ! ���������

The same method was applied to -isme and -iste nouns: when a shared base exists, both nouns
were analyzed as derived from that base. For example, ��������� ‘social climber’ and ���������
‘ambition’ are annotated as both derived from ������� ‘to arrive’.

iii) Sometimes su�xation applies to a bound stem. If this stem appears in at least one other word, it was
considered to be a non autonomous base (Corbin, 1987). For example, in ��������� ‘informer’ the
-rice su�x applies to the string délat- that is also found in �������� ‘informing’, so that délat- was
annotated as the non autonomous base of ���������.

iv) When the string the su�x attaches to is not found elsewhere in the lexicon, but the noun belongs to a
derivational series—it has the shape and expected meaning of a derivative (Hathout, 2009), the noun
was considered to be a su�xed noun having no base. Therefore, we noted 0 in the base column. For
instance, �������� ‘model’ ends with -ette while the stem maqu does not appear in other words,
so that it cannot be a non autonomous base. However, �������� has the same ending and the same
diminutive meaning as su�xed nouns in -ette like �������� ‘small girl’ (from ����� ‘girl’) so that it
belongs to the derivational series of diminutive nouns su�xed with -ette. Therefore �������� was
annotated as a su�xed noun having no base.

4 Descriptive statistics

Count Proportion

Simplex 2064 41%
Su�x 1865 37%
Conversion 564 11%
Polylexical 298 6%
Nonconcat 125 2%
Prefix 84 2%

Table 3: Type frequency by broad mor-
phological type

Count Proportion

Verb 887 48%
Noun 603 32%
Adjective 179 10%
No POS 101 5%
Name 83 4%
Numeral 11 1%
Adverb 1 0%

Table 4: Type frequency of su�xed nouns
by base part of speech3

We briefly comment on some descriptive statistics. Table 3 reports the breakdown of the dataset in
terms of broad morphological types. The striking results are the low prevalence of polylexical units, and
the high prevalence of simplex nouns. The latter result is partly due to the presence of 431 borrowings,
as well as many items which were morphologically analyzable at some point in the history of French (e.g.
������� ‘manner’, historically derived by conversion from a now disappeared adjective ������ ‘to be
used with the hand’, itself from ���� ‘hand’) or were analyzable in Latin (e.g. �������� ‘victory’, from
Latin �������� which itself was derived from Latin ������ ‘victor’).

Since su�xes make up the bulk of nonsimplex nouns and have been annotated in more detail, we focus
on them in the remainder of this paper. 82 broad su�xes are attested in the dataset, with a high diversity
of type frequencies, as shown in Figure 1: 8 su�xes account for more than half of the data, and two
thirds of the su�xes have a type frequency lower than 10. Table 4 shows that deverbal formations make
up almost half of the data, dominating nouns and then adjectives.

Finally, we report in Figure 2 the median token frequency of derivatives by su�x, for those su�xes
with 10 or more instances in the dataset. It is striking that su�xes forming abstract feminine nouns

3The ‘No POS’ label corresponds to situations where either there is no identifiable base (while there is an identifiable su�x)
or the base is a bound stem.
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Figure 1: Type frequency of the 82 su�xes Figure 2: Median token frequency of the 32 most
type-frequent su�xes
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occupy the bulk of the high frequency range, above those forming individual or event-denoting nouns;
and that -isme on the other hand has very low median frequency. This paper is not the place to attempt
an explanation of these tendencies, but they illustrate the type of study allowed by a balanced annotated
sample of a word formation system such as Échantinom.

5 Transparency

One of our goals with Échantinom was to document the formal and semantic transparency of su�xed
derivatives so as to be able to use that information in future modelling e�orts. After experimenting with
using the raw intuitions of the authors, we concluded that these were unreliable, and that conducting a
serious norming experiment over a multi-thousand item lexicon was out of the picture. Hence we report
quantitative measures computed from the data.

5.1 Formal transparency

We report two measures of formal transparency: edit distance between base stem and derivational stem,
and type frequency of patterns of alternation.

To compute the first measure, we first collected from flexique phonemic transcriptions for the citation
forms of all nouns in the database. The derivational stem of su�xed derivatives was then deduced by
simply stripping out the phonology of the appropriate su�x allomorph. Deducing the appropriate base
stem was more challenging. First, we collected from flexique a reference stem for each lexeme: the
singular form of nouns, the feminine singular form of adjectives, and the imperfect indicative 3�� form
of verbs, stripped of the final /E/. These are arguably the basic stem for each part of speech (Bonami
and Boyé, 2003, 2005), and are definitely the stem allomorph most often relied on by su�xal derivation.
Second, we computed an adapted Levenshtein distance between the derivational stem and the candidate
base stem, which ignores di�erences between tense and lax mid-vowels, and between nasal vowels and
matching vowel-/n/ sequences. Third, we examined by hand all cases where the resulting edit distance
was larger than zero: in some cases this corresponds to genuine lack of formal transparency, in others it
was found to be due to regular morphophonology, or the choice of a distinct stem allomorph. In addition,
there were a few dozen of cases where the lexeme documented as the base contains a su�x absent from
the derivative; e.g. the base for ����������� ‘carelessness’, su�xed in -ance, is ���������� ‘careless’,
itself su�xed in -ant. While this is a sensible decision, it leads to an artificially inflated formal distance
between the base and derivational stem. In all such cases, the derivational stem was corrected by hand.
We report in the resource the edit distance between the derivational stem and this manually corrected base
stem. For instance the distance between ����������� ‘information’ and its base �������� ‘inform’ is
0, that between ������������ ‘prohibition’ and ��������� ‘forbid’ is 2, and that between �����������
‘destruction’ and �������� ‘destroy’ is 4.

Whether edit distance is a good measure of formal transparency in derivational morphology is dis-
putable; Strnadová (2014, chap. 4) argues that it is not, and that the type frequency of patterns of
alternation between surface forms is a better indication. The idea is that alternations that are judged as
opaque are not those that are formally complex but those that are unexpected, and that unexpectedness
is a consequence of low type frequency. To provide a rough operationalization of Strnadova’s idea, as
follows, we used the di�ib Python library’s SequenceMatcher algorithm to identify patterns relating the
citation forms of the base and the derivative, 4 and then report the relative frequency of a pattern among
derivatives formed with the same su�x. The higher the frequency of a pattern is, the more transparent
the noun is. For example, the alternation pattern between ����������� and �������� (_⇠_asjÕ) has the
highest relative frequency (around 0.591) among -ion derivatives, which indicates that ����������� is
very transparent. Conversely, the alternation pattern between ������������� ‘contradiction’ and ���-
������� ‘contradict’ (_@_z⇠_a_ksjÕ) has the lowest frequency (around 0.007), which indicates that the
noun is not transparent. Note that the accuracy of our estimation of relative frequencies is highly depen-
dent of the overall frequency of the a�x; while we report relative frequencies for all su�xal formations,

4The use of SequenceMatcher as a rough but e�cient way to classify surface alternations is inspired by Hathout et al. (2020).
See Beniamine (2017) for a much more principled approach to the topic.
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we advise against using them for su�xes with fewer than 10 types.

5.2 Semantic transparency

To operationalize semantic transparency, we rely on distributional semantics (see Boleda 2020 for a recent
overview). We rely on a distributional vector space computed from frcow (Schäfer and Bildhauer, 2012)
corpus for the purposes of Guzmán Naranjo and Bonami (2021), which provides lexeme-based rather
than word-based distributional vectors for French.5

Using these vectors, we computed two separate measures of semantic transparency. First, we provide
the cosine similarity between the vector for a su�xed noun and the vector for its base. This captures the
idea that words that are transparently related occupy adjacent regions of semantic space, which may not
be the case if the relationship is not transparent (see e.g. Varvara et al. 2021 for recent discussion). For
instance, the cosine similarity between the vector of �������������� ‘initialisation’ and that of �����������
‘initialize’ is around 0.785, which indicates a high semantic similarity between the noun and the verb.
Conversely, the cosine between the vector of �������� ‘pressure, stress’ and that of ������� ‘press’ is very
low (around 0.011), which correlates with the semantic di�erence between the two words, as the noun is
usually used with a psychological meaning while the verb has almost always a physical denotation.

In addition to this, we provide a measure of the predictability of the relationship between base and
derivative. To this e�ect, for all su�xed nouns, we compute the di�erence (or o�set) between the vector
for the derivative and the vector for the base: this represents the shift in semantic space from the base
semantics to the derived semantics. Such o�set vectors tend to be similar for instances of the same
derivational processes or even for rival processes (Guzmán Naranjo and Bonami, 2021). However, within
a set of pairs of words related by the same process, we expect to find some variation, with transparent
formations having very similar vectors while opaque ones will diverge (Bonami and Paperno, 2018).
Hence we compute the average of o�set vectors for all derivatives formed using the same su�x, and then
the cosine similarity between that average and each individual o�set vector. This similarity measure,
which we call o�set vector typicality, tells us the extent to which one instance of a derivational process
implements a semantic relation that is similar to what happens on average for other instances of that
process. For instance, the o�set vector typicality of ����������� is high (around 0.8), in contrast
to that of �������� ‘ammunition’ (from ����� ‘to provide’), which is about 0.4. Just as with formal
transparency assessed through the type frequency of patterns, the quality of our evaluation of o�set vector
typicality is heavily dependent on the number of datapoints going into the average vector. Hence, while
we provide numbers for all derivatives, we urge users to proceed with caution, and definitely advaise
against using them for su�xes with fewer than 10 types.

5.3 Discussion

In both the formal and semantic dimension, we provided two operationalizations of transparency: one
based on bare comparison of base and derivative, the other based on an assessment of the typicality of
their relationship. In the case of formal transparency, we observe a strong although far from perfect
correlation between the two measures (Pearson’s r = �0.62). The violin plot in Figure 3 confirms that
there are very few cases where a nonzero edit distance does not coincide with a very low pattern frequency.
This suggests that, despite Strnadová’s (2014) principled reservations, in practice, edit distance is not
such a bad indicator of the formal regularity of a derivative. In the case of semantic transparency on
the other hand, our two measures are not correlated at all (Pearson’s r = �0.02). The density plot in
Figure 4, also suggests no interesting nonlinear relationship between the two variables: this suggests that
the two measures indeed capture very di�erent aspects of similarity. This is unsurprising though, for the
following reason. While distributional vectors do capture some lexical semantic contrasts, they are also
heavily influenced by aspects of distribution that have little to do with the two words corresponding to
related concepts. As a case in point, consider the fact that the nouns �������� ‘skating’ and ��������

5The vector space is based on a curated version of the lemmatization provided by the corpus, and was obtained using the
gensim (�eh��ek, 2010) implementation of the word2vec algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013). The vector space is lexeme-based in
the sense that each word was replaced by its lemma: thus the vector space documents the distribution of lexemes among other
lexemes, rather than inflected forms among other inflected forms.
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Figure 3: Relative distribution of the two mea-
sures of form transparency

Figure 4: Relative distribution of the two mea-
sures of semantic transparency

‘skater’ are much more similar to one another (cosine similarity 0.72) than either is to the verb �������
‘skate’ (respective cosine similarities 0.20 and 0.28), whereas intuitively the even noun is semantically
closer to the verb: clearly what is at play here is the general distributional similarities among nouns and
di�erences between nouns and verbs. On the other hand, o�set vector similarity should not be influenced
by such factors; as a matter of fact, the similarity between the base and the derivative plays no role here:
we do not care how distant they are from one another, but only about the direction in which the di�erence
vector points.

We leave it to future research, or to the attention of future users of the resource, to study how formal
and semantic transparency correlate with one another and with other variables of interest.
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